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NEW QUESTION: 1
During a program's definition phase, it is determined that the best approach for delivering the
program's intended benefits is to supplement corporate resources with the procurement of
specific products and services from external suppliers.
The program manager should use which of the following to determine and/or document the
results of the program procurement planning activity?
A. RFPs, alternatives analyses, approach to competition, and requests for quotes (RFQs)
B. Requests for proposals (RFPs), proposal evaluation criteria, contract management, and best
mix of contract types
C. Make-or-buy decisions, proposal evaluation criteria, contract management, and RFQs
D. Make-or-buy decisions, alternatives analyses, approach to competition, and best mix of
contract types
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two are requirements when booting from SAN? (Choose two.)
A. SAN connections must be attached to a switch fabric topology.
B. The storage array must have correctly configured active/active controllers.
C. HBA BIOS for the Fibre Channel card must be enabled and correctly configured.
D. Boot LUN must have an ID of 0.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Where can you create associations?
There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose:
A. In the Configure Object Definitions tool
B. In the Configure Business Rules tool
C. In the Succession Data Model
D. In the Corporate Data Model
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A "Case Study" content type includes an entity reference field "field_related_product," to

associate each Case Study with a "Product" node You are asked to add a sidebar block to the
Product node display that shows a list of related case studies How can you build this
functionality?
A. Create a View of Case Study nodes, with a relationship to content referenced from
field_related_product, and a contextual filter by ID using the relationship, set to use "Content
ID from URL." Add the block to the Product nodes display
B. Create a view of Product nodes, with a relationship to field_related_product, and add the
title field using the relationship Add the block to the Product nodes display
C. Add *ne "show related content" block to the Product nodes display Set it to include only
nodes of type
"Case Study."
D. Add "field_related_product" to the Product content type and use css to display the field in
the sidebar region
Answer: D
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